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The ASHROSS RUM

Rail Car

Unloading Machine

Mobile Unloading System

• Unload bottom dump rail cars with ease

• Open new markets–save time and money

• Handle a wide variety of materials

• Minimize material contamination

• Move easily from job site to job site

arrive on the next job site, simply position the
equipment parallel to the 120’ of rail, raise the
RUM off the trailer with the jack system, have the
transport truck and trailer drive away and lower the
RUM to the ground. Because it’s mobile (powered
by a 6 cylinder diesel engine), a single operator
can within minutes, position the system onto the
existing rail site.

POSITIONING THE RUM ON THE EXISTING RAIL
Once on location, the RUM has the capability of
shifting itself using the jack system and the safety
stands from where it was unloaded onto the existing
rail. The jack system shifts itself sideways 36 inches
at a time to move it up to the existing rail.

As it walks itself on to the rail, the operator continues the process of raising the machine, shifting it
36 inches, lowering it to the ground, shifting the
jacks back to their original position, raising the
equipment again and resume the shifting process
all over again. After about 30 minutes the operator
will have the RUM sitting on the existing rail site. At
this point the RUM operator will hydraulically unfold
the ends and chain them down to surface rails, slide
out the engine and unfold the conveyor all hydraulically. It is that easy because you get to decide when
and where you want to be.

RELIABLE PERFORMANCE AND
PROVEN TRACK RECORD
High-grade steel for the rail and structural
beams make this machine equal to the most
demanding jobs. It is designed to handle a fully
loaded bottom dump rail car. Once you realize the

advantage of this patented, high-speed drive-over
unloading system for bottom dump rail cars, you’ll
want to join our growing list of customers who have
used it to add to their bottom line.

The feeder belts move the material to the
main belt that is 60 inches wide and runs
anywhere from 0 to 1200 feet per minute.

Take advantage of this revolutionary
machine today.

Rum is powered by a
self-contained 6-cylinder diesel engine with
on-board fuel.

20’ conveyor

Jack system is used for loading,
unloading and positioning the equipment on the job site.

Special wear resistant rails make
this machine capable of handling
the most demanding jobs. Bottom
dump rail cars easily drive over
the RUM and unload in minutes.

The RUM is easily controlled by the operator. It walks itself on to any reasonable rail
site with ease and efficiency.

Call 1-801-785-6464 or visit us at www.ashross.com

Drive-over rails are 20” above the existing
rails at its highest point.

Special wear resistant rails make this
machine capable of handling the most
demanding jobs. Bottom dump rail cars
easily position over the RUM and
unload in minutes.

High Speed Drive-Over Unloading System for Bottom Dump Rail Cars.
OPEN NEW MARKETS-SAVE TIME AND MONEY

I

ntroducing the AshRoss RUM (rail car unloading
machine), a truly innovative machine designed to
work hand-in-hand with your bottom dump rail cars.
The new RUM from AshRoss revolutionizes the
way you handle materials. The rail cars are pushed
or pulled up the RUM onto its built-in rails and are
positioned over the feed system of the RUM where
the gates are tripped and the material falls into the
feed system for conveying. The heavy-duty conveyor transports material into or onto other conveying
systems, trucks, barges, or other types of take away
equipment. After you unload the first rail car, you just
reposition the next rail car and start the process all
over again. That’s it! It is that easy and efficient.

Because of its unique tried-and-tested design,
the AshRoss RUM can handle materials better than
you previously could, including aggregate, coal,
agricultural products, contaminated materials, petroleum coke, and other material that requires special
handling with minimal contamination.

EASILY MOVES FROM SITE TO SITE
The machine is completely portable, and
requires no permanent jobsite improvements. All
you need is approximately 120 feet of straight, level
track and you can start unloading rail cars. When
the machine is needed on a job site, the operator
simply folds up the conveyor, retract the engine,
folds up the two end sections (4 of them) and off
you go. The RUM is moved from job site to job site
by using a commercial low-boy trailer. Simply back
the low boy trailer under the RUM and make the
necessary steps to secure the equipment and off
you go down the road to the next job site. Once you

